Accessories Still Required For Best 2014 US Strollers
Angela Jones September 17, 2014
The very best US stroller for 2014 would most likely be one of the most popular
models like the 4moms Origami, the Baby Jogger F.I.T., the Babzen Yoyo, the BOB
Motion, the Britax Affinity or possibly the Bugaboo Donkey, but are the strollers
actually....
Stroller Organizer Bag

(Newswire.net -- September 17, 2014) Las Vegas, NV --

According to Mr Neil Speight of Nevada based accessory company "Freddie and Sebbie," strollers really aren't made
to match the modern day mom, who stated ... "After consulting with a variety of American stroller owners, we were left
thinking that the requirement for a stroller organizer is still there. The feedback we got was very useful, and allowed our
production team to develop the new Freddie and Sebbie luxurious stroller organizer, with the purpose of being the ideal
partner for both modern day strollers and moms."

He continued by stating... "Our own Amazon verified clients are over the moon with their stroller organizer, with
published comments like... "I bought this stroller organizer as a storage option for a Baby Jogger City Mini stroller. It
connects to the stroller deal with by means of a broad-coverage hook & loop (Aka Velcro) securing system. That
makes it both easy to install and extremely adjustable (depending upon exactly what I'm keeping and exactly what I'm
doing, I could have the caddy stretched tautly between the handles with or hanging with a little bit of slack so it can
swing separately). None of this benefit would be handy if the system gave way under light load or conventional use.
Fortunately, this hook & loop product appears purpose-built and creates a reassuringly strong connection-- it grabs

hold tightly and does not let go without being separated manually."

Modern day mommies are inundated with different baby items, drinks, treats, gizmos, toys and the list goes on, but it
would appear by exactly what people are stating, that strollers just aren't as modern as mothers are. Another Freddie
and Sebbie client also stated... "I am so pleased with my purchase. This is exactly what I was searching for in a
stroller organizer for my b-agile Britax stroller. It has several pockets, huge & small to accommodate anything from a
pack of gum to my sun-glass case. I also carry my Sony D-camera in it on my visits to the mall & the park. Finally,
excellent materials are used in the product, and it really does look great!"

Another client is quoted on Amazon as stating ... "This is the best stroller organizer I have ever come across. We have
an Uppababy Vista and as numerous Vista owners know, the UB stroller organizer is dreadful. After that, I tried the
Diono, Skip Jump and Britax organizers. I like how streamlined the Skip Hop one looks, but it was simply "mesh". It's
fine for simple walks. The Britax one is okay, but the quality and structure of the F&S organizer far surpasses it. I'll be
acquiring another one so I do not need to keep switching over between the UB and our Jogger. It holds everything in
place and my water cup is always sitting tight. The storage is awesome and it's so durable!"

Neil concluded by stating... "We were able to produce a child stroller organizer that has extra beverage and bottle
holders, three additional pockets, and a large front zip compartment, where diapers, infant wipes, handbags and other
necessities can be stored." The Freddie and Sebbie universal luxurious stroller organizer is sold specifically on
Amazon. The customer feedback quoted here can also be seen under the category of baby stroller organizers on
Amazon.

For more information about the Freddie and Sebbie line of products, please visit http://www.freddieandsebbie.com . For
specific information and ordering for the stroller organizer, please visit http://www.amazon.com/Stroller-OrganizerGuaranteed-Accessories-Investment/dp/B00CKYPV08/
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